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SUMMARY
An algorithm to construct boundary-conforming, isotropic clouds of points with variable density in space is
described. The input required consists of a speci®ed mean point distance and an initial triangulation of the
surface. Borrowing a key concept from advancing front grid generators, one point at a time is removed and,
if possible, surrounded by admissible new points. This operation is repeated until no active points are left.
Timings show that the scheme is about an order of magnitude faster than volume grid generators based on
the advancing front technique, making it possible to generate large (4106) yet optimal clouds of points in a
matter of minutes on a workstation. Several examples are included that demonstrate the capabilities of the
technique. # 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the course of the past decade, a number of `gridless' or `mesh-free' schemes have appeared
in the literature (see, for example, References 1±7 and the references cited therein). The interest in
these schemes stems from the perceived diculty of generating volume ®lling grids for problems
characterized by complex geometries and/or complex physics. The typical numerical analysis
process for `gridless' or `mesh-free' schemes consists in generating ®rst a set of points, termed
`global cloud of points', within the analysis domain. Then, for each of these points, a local cloud
of neighbouring points is selected. A local approximation is chosen for the sought unknowns in
terms of the point values, using typically least-squares procedures. Finally, the derivation of a
discrete set of algebraic equations is obtained by substituting the point approximations into the
governing partial dierential equations of the problem, expressed either in local dierential or
in and averaged weighted residual form. The ®rst option is a truly mesh-free approach as no
integration within internal subdomains is needed.2,4±6 Conversely, in Galerkin-type procedures, a
background grid for numerical integration purposes is required.1,3,7
The generation of an appropriate global cloud of points seems, at ®rst, much simpler than the
generations of points and elements. However, to date, all clouds of points used for the examples
shown were generated using traditional grid generators, removing the elements as a postprocessing step. The avoidance of points outside the desired computational domain, which is
crucial for the local neighbourhood information and the application of boundary conditions, was
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done basically by hand, with special coding for each case calculated. Here, we present a scheme
that allows for the direct generation of clouds of points with the same degree of ¯exibility as
advanced unstructured grid generators.8±21 The mean distance between points (or, equivalently,
the point density) is speci®ed by means of background grids, sources and density attached to
CAD-entities. In order not to generate points outside the computational domain, we assume an
initial triangulation of the surface that is compatible with the desired mean distance between
points speci®ed by the user. Starting from this initial `front' of points, new points are added,
until no further points can be introduced. Whereas the advancing front technique for the
generation of volume grids removes one face at a time to generate elements, the present scheme
removes one point at a time, attempting to introduce as many points as possible in its immediate
neighbourhood.

2. THE ALGORITHM
Assume as given:
(i) a speci®cation of the desired mean distance between points in space. This is done here
through a combination of background grids, sources and mean distance to neighbours
attached to CAD data (see References 20 and 21 for more details)
(ii) an initial triangulation of the surface, with the face normals pointing towards the interior
of the domain to be ®lled with points.
With reference to Figure 1, the complete advancing front point generation algorithm may be
summarized as follows:
Determine the required mean point distance for the points of the triangulation;
while: there are active points in the front:
Remove the point ipout with the smallest speci®ed mean distance to neighbours from the
front;
With the speci®ed mean point distance: determine the co-ordinates of nposs possible new
neighbours. This is done using a stencil, some of which are shown in Figure 2;
Find all existing points in the neighbourhood of ipout;
Find all boundary faces in the neighbourhood of ipout;
do: For each one of the possible new neighbour points ipnew:
if: no point is closer than a minimum distance dminp from ipnew:
if: ipnew is inside the computational domain
Determine the required mean point distance for ipnew;
Increment the number of points by one;
Introduce ipnew to the list of co-ordinates;
Introduce ipnew to the list of active front points;

endif
endif
enddo
endwhile
The main search operations required are:
(i) ®nding the active point with the smallest mean distance to neighbours
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Advancing front point generation
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Stencils for point introduction

(ii) ®nding the existing points in the neighbourhood of ipout
(iii) ®nding the boundary faces in the neighbourhood of ipout.
These three search operations are performed eciently using heap-lists, octrees and linked lists,
respectively. The use of such data structures in the context of grid generation has been described
in detail before,8±21 and does not need to be repeated here.

3. POINT STENCILS
A number of dierent stencils may be contemplated. Each one of these corresponds to a particular
space-®lling point con®guration. The simplest possible stencil is the one that only considers the six
nearest neighbours on a Cartesian gird (see Figure 2(a)). It is easy to see that this stencil, when
applied recursively with the present advancing front algorithm, will ®ll a 3D
p volume
p completely.
Other Cartesian stencils, which include nearest neighbours with distances 2 and 3 from ipout
are shown in Figures 2(b,c). The `tetrahedral' stencil shown in Figure 2(d) represents another
possibility. The 6-point stencil leads to the smallest amount of rejections and unnecessary testing,
and was therefore selected for all the examples shown below.
In may instances it is advisable to generate `body conforming' clouds of points in the vicinity of
surfaces. This can be accomplished by evaluating the average point-normals for the initial
triangulation. When creating new points, the stencil used is rotated in the direction of the normal.
The newly created points inherit the normal from the point ipout they originated from.
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Evaluation of boundary conformity for new points

4. BOUNDARY CONSISTENCY CHECKS
A crucial requirement for a general point generator is the ability to only generate points within
the computational domain desired. If we assume that the point to be removed from the list of
active points ipout is inside the domain, a new point ipnew will cross the boundary triangulation
if it lies on the other side of the plane formed by any of the faces that are in the proximity of ipout
and can see ipout. This criterion is made more stringent by introducing a tolerated closeness or
tolerated distance dt of new points to the exterior faces of the domain. Testing for boundary
consistency is then carried out using the following algorithm (see Figure 3):
Obtain all the faces close to ipout;
Filter, from this list, the faces that are pointing away from ipout;
do: for each of the close faces left:

Figure 4. Cube
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5(a). F117: surface mesh

Obtain the normal distance dn from ipnew to this face;
if: dn 5 0: ipnew lies outside the domain
) reject ipnew and exit;
elseif: 0 4 dn 4 dt : obtain the closest distance dmin of ipnew to this face;
if: dmin 5 dt : ipnew is too close to the boundary
) reject ipnew and exit;

endif

endif

enddo
Typical values for dt are 0.707d0 4 dt 4 0.9d0 , where d0 denotes the desired average distance
between points.
5. EXAMPLES AND TIMINGS
The advancing front point generation algorithm was used to generate several point clouds. While
the ®rst case is rather academic, the others represent more realistic con®gurations.
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5(b). F117: global cloud of points

5.1. Cube
A 1  1  1 cube was ®lled with a uniform cloud of points. The main aim of this example was
to show the timings achieved. Figure 4 shows the surface triangulation and the cloud of interior
(i.e. non-boundary) points for a mean nearest neighbour distance of d0  0.3. The total number
of points generated, as well as timings, are shown in Table I. One can see that the speed increases
with the number of points generated. This is due to the smaller number of boundary checks
required for the larger point clouds.
5.2. F117
A cloud of points for the aerodynamic simulation of inviscid, transonic ¯ow past an F117
®ghter is considered next. The point density was speci®ed through the combination of a
background grid and background sources. The surface triangulation consisted of approximately
9.7 kpts and 18.6 ktria. The advancing front point generator added another 20 kpts. Figure 5(a)
shows the surface mesh, 5(b) the global cloud of points, as well as (5(c)) some slices through the
volume. The spatial variation of point density is clearly visible.
5.3. Sphere
Here, the generation of a cloud of points suitable for a viscous, low-Reynolds-number
incompressible ¯ow simulation past a sphere was required. For symmetry reasons, only a quarter
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5(c). F117: four slices through the volume

of the sphere is modelled. The point density was again speci®ed through the combination of
background grids and sources. The surface triangulation had approximately 20 kpts and
40 ktria. The ®nal cloud of points had 116 kpts. Figure 6 shows the surface mesh, as well as a
slice through the volume. The spatial variation of point density is clearly visible.
5.4. Generic ship hull
The ®nal example shows the cloud of points for a generic ship shape, useful for free surface
hydrodynamic simulations. The surface triangulation had approximately 40 kpts and 80 ktria.
The ®nal cloud of points had 129 kpts. Figure 7(a) shows the surface mesh, and 7(b) some slices
through the volume.
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 6. Sphere in tube

6. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
An advancing front point generator has been developed. The input required consists of the
speci®cation of the desired mean point distance in space and an initial triangulation of the
surface. One point at a time is removed and, if possible, surrounded by admissible new points.
This operation is repeated until no active points are left. The scheme is about an order of
magnitude faster than volume grid generators based on the advancing front technique. The main
reason for this large disparity in speeds is the extra volume coherency (elements crossing front)
check of grid generators, which is costly. These checks are not required for clouds of points. This
observation con®rms, to a certain degree, the premise that point generation is simpler than
element and point generation. Although very competitive, the present procedure may be
parallelized along the lines of unstructured grid generators with the advancing front,15,19 i.e. via
domain decomposition of background grids.
Future work will consider:
(i) the fast selection of local clouds of points allowing for dierent least-squares based
polynomical interpolations of the point unknowns
# 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7(a). Generic ship hull: surface triangulation

(ii) the development of metrics to assess the quality of clouds of points for the solution of
partial dierential equations (e.g. local variance of point distance in dierent spatial
directions)
(iii) the generation of clouds of points that exhibit a high degree of spatial anisotropy, such as
those required for Reynolds-averaged Navier±Stokes simulations.
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Figure 7(b). Generic ship hull: four slices through the volume
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